SmartMan Wireless (Two Options)
A wireless option is great for those special CPR training scenarios where cables can get in the way.
SmartMan offers two solutions; both equally effective.
Data produced by SmartMan is transmitted in real time over the wireless network so that you see the
full SmartMan display of colored bars as CPR skills are performed. All features of SmartMan such as
the onscreen colored bars, percentage score, full report
and data are available regardless of whether it is
connected via wireless or wired solution.
 All 2010 and 2015 compliant training systems
can be run with or without the wireless
 Wireless broadcasts about 100ft (34m)
 Full SmartMan real time display and analysis are
fully available
Choose the wireless for as many systems as you want;
then chose to run it any time you want. The same wireless package works on all of the products.

Option 1 Free Wireless
All AHA Guidelines 2015 products are wireless enabled. You can connect using your own Android
Device with a free app to connect to the SmartMan manikin to the computer.
It requires the free app and a short cable to plug your device into the manikin. You then connect the
computer to the network. You have full wireless access for free. You must be running SmartMan
v1.1.7 or later. Updates for SmartMan are free.
To learn more about the free wireless go here.

Option 2 Router & Server package
This wireless solution works on all Guidelines 2010 and Guidelines 2015 products. It is a plug-in
solution that creates a local area network that transmits the digital signal from the manikin to the
monitoring computer. It uses a TCPIP local area network connection to transmit the data. No internet
connection is used. It is a dedicated connection between the manikin and the computer.
This is an external package that includes the router, server and battery. The package is held to the
hip of the manikin by velcro. It then plugs into the popup.

It has CE, FCC, RoHS approvals.
Before ordering check with your administrator to verify that your organization permits wireless
transmission. Proximity to other wireless devices can interfere with wireless transmission. The
included battery pack must be recharged after each use.

